
Six Easy Tabs For Clawhammer Banjo Key Of

Are you ready to start your clawhammer banjo journey? If so, you're in the
right place! In this article, we'll provide you with six easy tabs that will help
you get started playing this fun and rewarding instrument.
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Before we get started, let's take a quick look at the basics of clawhammer
banjo playing. Clawhammer banjo is a style of playing that originated in the
Appalachian Mountains of the United States. It's characterized by its
distinctive "clawhammer" strumming motion, which is used to create a
rhythmic and percussive sound.

To play clawhammer banjo, you'll need a banjo with a five-string neck. The
strings are tuned to G, D, G, B, and D, from lowest to highest. You'll also
need a banjo pick, which is a small, triangular pick that is held between the
thumb and index finger.

Now that you know the basics, let's get started with the tabs! The tabs
below are all written in the key of G. This is a good key for beginners to
start with, as it's relatively easy to play in.

Tab 1: Cripple Creek

G|---| D|--0-| G|-0-0| B|-0-0| D|-2-0-|

Cripple Creek is a classic clawhammer banjo tune that's perfect for
beginners. It's a simple melody that's easy to learn and play, and it's a great
way to get started with the clawhammer strumming motion.

Tab 2: Old Joe Clark

G|---| D|--0-| G|-0-0| B|-0-0| D|-2-3-|
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Old Joe Clark is another classic clawhammer banjo tune. It's a bit more
challenging than Cripple Creek, but it's still a great choice for beginners.
The melody is catchy and fun to play, and it's a good way to practice your
clawhammer strumming.

Tab 3: Sally Goodin

G|--0-| D|--0-| G|-2-0| B|-3-0| D|-2-0-|

Sally Goodin is a beautiful clawhammer banjo tune that's perfect for
beginners. It's a slow and gentle melody that's easy to learn and play, and
it's a great way to relax and unwind.

Tab 4: Little Rabbit

G|---| D|--0-| G|-0-2| B|-0-3| D|-2-0-|

Little Rabbit is a fun and upbeat clawhammer banjo tune that's perfect for
beginners. It's a simple melody that's easy to learn and play, and it's a great
way to get your feet tapping.

Tab 5: John Henry

G|---| D|--2-| G|-0-3| B|--0-| D|--0-|

John Henry is a classic clawhammer banjo tune that's perfect for
beginners. It's a powerful and rhythmic melody that's easy to learn and
play, and it's a great way to practice your clawhammer strumming.

Tab 6: Ground Hog



G|---| D|--0-| G|-0-2| B|-3-0| D|-2-3-|

Ground Hog is a fun and upbeat clawhammer banjo tune that's perfect for
beginners. It's a simple melody that's easy to learn and play, and it's a great
way to get your feet tapping.

These are just a few of the many easy clawhammer banjo tabs that are
available. With a little practice, you'll be able to play these tunes and many
more. So what are you waiting for? Grab your banjo and start playing!
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Few Things to Keep in Mind for a Successful
Introduction Series
Writing an series can be a daunting task, but with careful planning and
execution, it can also be incredibly rewarding. Here are a few things to...
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